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1: Search bit bucket for beginners - GenYoutube
Your mission is to learn the ropes of Git by completing the tutorial and tracking down all your team's space stations.
Commands covered in this tutorial: git clone, git config, git add, git status, git commit, git push, git pull, git branch, git
checkout, and git merge Initially, the repository you.

As such, it outlines the benefits of version control in the context of creating websites and assumes the reader
prefers a GUI for working with Git instead of the traditional command-line interface. This Git resource is
great for visual learners. Below is a list of other Git resources for beginners. How to Version Projects with Git:
This is a beginner-level Git tutorial that includes installation instructions. Check out this screencast on GitHub
that introduces basic Git concepts. How to Install Git: Git The Basics Tutorial: Here, you can learn Git basics
through the most common commands with examples of how to use the commands in real-world scenarios. A
quick introduction to Git that discusses fundamental activities such as committing to the repository and adding
files for version tracking. Getting Started with Git: This 6-page cheat-sheet-style Git tutorial from technology
publishing company Dzone is available as a PDF that you can print. This Git tutorial is an official man page in
the Git package. Git for the lazy: This guide will get you up and running on Git as quickly as possible. This
resource collects quick Git tips categorized by level of difficulty beginner, intermediate and advanced. This
FAQ-style Git guide covers the most popular topics for beginners. This guide here on Six Revisions is a
quick-start resource for familiarizing yourself with Git. Playing Git Like A Violin: Learn how to create Git
command aliases shortcuts to speed up your version control workflow through this online resource. An
Illustrated Guide to Git on Windows: A guide for Windows users covering how to use Git with the popular
social coding site GitHub. Moments When Learning Git: Kalid Azad shares some insights and lessons about
his first experiences with Git. Version Control for Designers: This Git guide discusses the principles and
concepts behind version control systems. A Tour of Git: A walkthrough of Git to get you started through a
hands-on approach. Getting the Hang of GitHub: Learn how to get up and running using GitHub through this
guide. This Git tutorial focuses on the fundamentals of how Git works. Your New Best Friend: This
introductory guide on SitePoint introduces the reader to version control and Git. Linus Torvalds on Git: Post
updated [February 21, ]: He provided an updated link. We have updated the link and the screenshot.
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2: Learn Git Branching
Bitbucket is a web-based hosting service for projects that use either the Mercurial (since launch) or Git (since October
[1]) revision control systems. Bitbucket offers both commercial plans.

Unless Git was around when you started with version control systems, chances are that you are comfortable
with Subversion. Often, people say that Git is too complex for beginners. Yet, I beg to differ! In this tutorial, I
will explain how to use Git for your personal projects. We will assume you are creating a project from scratch
and want to manage it with Git. After going through the basic commands, we will have a look at how you
could put your code in the cloud using GitHub. We will talk about the basics of Git here â€” how to initialize
your projects, how to manage new and existing files, and how to store your code in the cloud. We will avoid
relatively complex parts of Git like branching, as this tutorial is intended for beginners. In this case, we would
be using Ubuntu Alternately, you could use Git to manage one of your existing projects, in which case you
would not create the demo directory as below. This is done using the command init, which creates a. You can
do it as follows, replacing the values with your own name and email. Also, we set the UI color to auto so that
the output of Git commands in the terminal are color coded. The reason we prefix --global to the command is
to avoid typing these config commands the next time we start a Git project on our system. Staging Files for
Commit The next step is to create some files in the directory. You could use a text editor like Vim. Note that if
you are going to add Git to an already existing directory, you do not need to perform this step. Check the
Status of Your Repository Now that we have some files in our repository, let us see how Git treats them. To
check the current status of your repository, we use the git status command. We need to add files specifically to
Git order to tell Git to track them. We add files using add. To add multiple files, we use the following note that
we have added another file for demonstration purposes. There are certain files like compiled files that are
usually kept out of the Git repository. If you use add recursively, it would add all such files, if they are present
in your repository. In such a situation, you tell Git to stop tracking them. Yet, running a simple git rm will not
only remove it from Git, but will also remove it from your local file system as well! To tell Git to stop
tracking a file, but still keep it on your local system, run the following command: Imagine a commit as a
snapshot in time where you can return back to access your repository at that stage. You associate a commit
message with every commit, which you can provide with the -m prefix. Git identifies commits by attaching a
long hexadecimal number to every commit. Usually, you do not need to copy the whole string, and the first
characters are enough to identify your commit. In the screenshot, notice that 8dd76fc identifies our first
commit. After changing them, we notice through git status that Git notices the change in the files that it is
tracking. You can check the changes to the tracked files from the last commit by running git diff. You need to
add these files again to stage the changes in tracked files for the next commit. You can add all the tracked files
by running: This process, however, is very dangerous as it can be damaging. If you selectively stage them, you
would notice changes in each file. But if you add -a to your commit, all files would be committed and you
would fail to notice possible errors. Once you have staged your files, you can proceed to a commit. Im
mentioned that a message can be associated with every commit, which we entered by using -m. However, it is
possible for you to provide multi-line messages by using the command git commit, which opens up an
interactive format for you to write! The information about a commit contains the commit hash, author, time
and commit message. There are many variations of git log, which you could explore once you understand the
concept of a branch in Git. To view the details of a particular commit and the files that were changed, run the
following command: As this tutorial is for beginners, we will not cover how to get back to the state of a
particular commit in time or how to manage branches. Putting Your Code in the Cloud Once you have learned
how to manage your code on your system, the next step is to put it in the cloud. That is where the concept of
remotes comes in. A remote refers to a remote version of your repository. If you wish to put your code in the
cloud, you could create a project on GitHub , GitLab , or BitBucket and push your existing code to the
repository. In this case, the remote repository in the cloud would act as a remote to your repository.
Conveniently, a remote to which you have write access is called the origin. After you create a remote
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repository, you have the ability to add a remote origin and then push the code to the origin. I hope that this
post helped you get started with Git. If you have any issues or questions about getting started, let us know in
the comments below. Meet the author Shaumik is an optimist, but one who carries an umbrella.
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3: tutorials â€” Bitbucket
Objective. Learn Git to keep track of your space station locations. Mission Brief. Hoping to learn the ropes of Bitbucket?
Good news cadet! You've just been put in charge of running your team's space stations.

You have a Bitbucket account Create a Git repository As our new Bitbucket space station administrator, you
need to be organized. With Bitbucket, that means adding everything to a repository. Some fun facts about
repositories You have access to all files in your local repository, whether you are working on one file or
multiple files. You can view public repositories without a Bitbucket account if you have the URL for that
repository. Each repository belongs to a user account or a team. In the case of a user account, that user owns
the repository. The repository owner is the only person who can delete the repository. If the repository belongs
to a team, an admin can delete the repository. A code project can consist of multiple repositories across
multiple accounts but can also be a single repository from a single account. Each repository has a 2 GB size
limit, but we recommend keeping your repository no larger than 1 GB. Create the repository Initially, the
repository you create in Bitbucket is going to be empty without any code in it. This Bitbucket repository will
be the central repository for your files, which means that others can access that repository if you give them
permission. Do the following to create your repository: Bitbucket displays the Create a new repository page.
With the exception of the Repository type, everything you enter on this page you can later change. Enter
BitbucketStationLocations for the Name field. Bitbucket uses this Name in the URL of the repository. For
Access level, leave the This is a private repository box checked. A private repository is only visible to you and
those you give access to. If this box is unchecked, everyone can see your repository. Pick Git for the
Repository type. Bitbucket creates your repository and displays its Overview page. Explore your new
repository Take some time to explore the repository you have just created. To view the shortcuts available to
navigate these items, press the? When you click the Commits option in the sidebar, you find that you have no
commits because you have not created any content for your repository. Copy your Git repository and add files
Now that you have a place to add and share your space station files, you need a way to get to it from your local
system. To set that up, you want to copy the Bitbucket repository to your system. Git refers to copying a
repository as "cloning" it. When you clone a repository, you create a connection between the Bitbucket server
which Git knows as origin and your local system. You are about to use a whole bunch of Git and non-Git
commands from a terminal. Clone your repository to your local system Open a browser and a terminal
window from your desktop. After opening the terminal window, do the following: Create a directory to
contain your repositories. Bitbucket displays a pop-up clone dialog. Copy the highlighted clone command.
From your terminal window, paste the command you copied from Bitbucket and press Return. Enter your
Bitbucket password when the terminal asks for it. If you created an account by linking to Google, use your
password for that account. If you experience a Windows password error: In some versions of Microsoft
Windows operating system and Git you might see an error similar to the one in the following example. No
such file or directory If you get this error, enter the following at the command line: The bash agent should now
prompt you for your password. You should only have to do this once. At this point, your terminal window
should look similar to this: You appear to have cloned an empty repository. You already knew that your
repository was empty right? Remember that you have added no source files to it yet. List the contents of your
repos directory and you should see your bitbucketstationlocations directory in it. You want to start keeping
track of all your space station locations. Go to your terminal window and navigate to the top level of your
local repository. Get the status of your local repository. The git status command tells you about how your
project is progressing in comparison to your Bitbucket repository. The status output also shows you the next
step: Tell Git to track your new locations. The staging area is where you prepare a snapshot of a set of changes
before committing them to the official history. Check the status of the file. The git status command displays
the state of the working directory and the staged snapshot. Issue the git commit command with a commit
message, as shown on the next line. The -m indicates that a commit message follows. Combined with git add,
this process defines the basic workflow for all Git users. Up until this point, everything you have done is on
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your local system and invisible to your Bitbucket repository until you push those changes. Users typically
need to share a series of commits rather than a single changeset. Instead of committing a changeset from a
working copy to the central repository, Git lets you share entire branches between repositories. You manage
connections with other repositories and publish local history by "pushing" branches to other repositories. You
see what others have contributed by "pulling" branches into your local repository. Go back to your local
terminal window and send your committed changes to Bitbucket using git push origin master. This command
specifies that you are pushing to the master branch the branch on Bitbucket on origin the Bitbucket server.
You should see something similar to the following response: Total 3 delta 0 , reused 0 delta 0 To https: Your
commits are now on the remote repository origin. Go to your BitbucketStationLocations repository on
Bitbucket. Bitbucket combines all the things you just did into that commit and shows it to you. Remember
how the repository looked when you first created it? It probably looks a bit different now. Pull changes from
your Git repository on Bitbucket Cloud Next on your list of space station administrator activities, you need a
file with more details about your locations. Create a file in Bitbucket To add your new locations file, do the
following: From your BitbucketStationLocations repository, click Source to open the source directory. Notice
you only have one file, locations. Pick the branch you want to view. Click the link to open this page. Edit and
create a file in Bitbucket. View the directory of files in Bitbucket. From the Source page, click New file in the
top right corner. This button only appears after you have added at least one file to the repository. A page for
creating the new file opens, as shown in the following image. Branch with new file: Change if you want to add
file to a different branch. Add content for your new file here. Enter stationlocations in the filename field. Add
the following HTML code into the text box: The Commit message field appears with the message: Click
Commit under the message field. You now have a new file in Bitbucket! You are taken to a page with details
of the commit, where you can see the change you just made: Pull changes from a remote repository Now we
need to get that new file into your local repository. The process is pretty straight forward, basically just the
reverse of the push you used to get the locations. To pull the file into your local repository, do the following:
Open your terminal window and navigate to the top level of your local repository. In more complex branching
workflows, pulling and merging all changes might not be appropriate.
4: Tutorial: Learn Bitbucket with Git - Atlassian Documentation
Learn the basics of Git through this comprehensive Git training. Branching, pull requests, merging and more are covered
in the Atlassian Git tutorial.

5: tutorials / www.enganchecubano.com â€” Bitbucket
Guidelines to Use Bitbucket Chetak Kandaswamy 1. Install Git and Mercurial Mac users seethis page. Linux users see
this page Install Git for Windows.

6: Beginner guide to Bitbucket Server plugin development
tutorials account is a developer. Member since December

7: Top 10 Git Tutorials for Beginners
Otherwise, the tutorials below provide a good introduction. Note, these guides are for developing plugins to run on
Server instances you host yourself. If you want to create an app for a cloud instance hosted by Atlassian then checkout
our cloud plugin development tutorials.

8: Git Tutorial: Repositories, commits, Branches & Bitbucket
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Inspirational Quotes from Your Team. This page lists the inspirational quotes for you and your team in space. This is a
family-oriented team, so only post stuff you are comfortable showing to your family.

9: Chapter 1: From zero to deploy | Ruby on Rails Tutorial (Rails 5) | www.enganchecubano.com
The tutorials you find here will equip you with the skills you need for a successful launch into the cosmos of Bitbucket.
Bitbucket is a vast open space filled with star users, systems that provide a home for your code, and pull requests
shooting towards you like asteroids.
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